 


 



 





 









 







Instructions, Solution & Product Warranty
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Start

Your character can always get around a unicorn, a bear, or
other varmint. You are an intrepid traveller and will not be deterred!

 



You may need to take a boat or swing across some peril.
A little water can’t hurt you!

There are distinct right, left, top and bottom edge scenes.
It’s easier if you group them together first.
All the nine piece scenes are identically shaped, but
when the artwork is upright, there are effectively 2
diamond shapes. Group these to make things easier.
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Most of the walls of the maze are hedgerow, but some
are made of stone and other materials. Assemble these
first. If you get them correctly put together, you will
form an ‘X’ shape.
You start in the exact center of the maze.
All walls must match. You can’t attach a stone wall to a hedge wall.
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Your escape will take you all over the puzzle. Don’t look for a
quick solution!
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Exit

Wait! Don’t open until you’ve solved the puzzle! There’s a solution sealed inside!



Each scene is viewed from the same perspective. (make sure
there are no upside down creatures!)



Sincerely,

 

No, you can’t climb over the walls!



If the box is damaged, but the product inside is not
defective, your retailer should be contacted.
Your suggestions and comments regarding our
products are always welcomed, whether complimentary or
not. We believe we make the finest products available and
are always interested in ideas to make them better.
Thank you for selecting this Buffalo Games, Inc.
product. We believe that you will be very pleased with it
and that it will provide many hours of enjoyment.







Quality Assurance
Buffalo Games, Inc.
220 James E. Casey Drive
Buffalo, NY 14206

Hints & Rules:



1. The UPC symbol (bar code) from the box and
2. One of the defective pieces. In the case of missing
pieces, send one of the other pieces of the product
and
3. A description of the defect to:

In Lost in A Jigsaw™, you are trapped inside a magical garden maze. You will
need all your puzzling and adventure skills to escape. Begin by assembling all
the nine piece diamond shaped maze sections, and all the edge scenes. Then
find your starting point. Now you can begin to assemble the escape path.
Each exit in a scene will match exactly with the entrance to another. You will
not, in most cases, be able to use the artwork to assemble the scenes. The
puzzle is not finished until all the scenes are placed with their entrances and
exits correctly paired, and of course until there is one and only one path for
the hero to escape.

 

Buffalo Games, Inc. has made every effort to ensure
that this product is without defect in workmanship or
material.
If, within 90 days of purchase, a defect of material or
workmanship is discovered, Buffalo Games, Inc. will
replace the product without question or qualification. To
have the defective item replaced, send:
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Wait! Don’t open until you’ve solved the puzzle! There’s a solution sealed inside!
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